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A B S T R A C T

Background: Free convection and second law scrutiny of nano-encapsulated phase change material (NEPCM)
suspension along with entropy production inside a circular cold cylinder involving a wavy hot baffle is a sig-
nificant thermal management aspect subject to various industrial applications. Phase change material (PCM)
undergoes a solid-liquid phase mutation at a particular fusion temperature, and absorbs/releases an appreci-
able amount of energy because of the latent heat of phase mutation. Hence, NEPCMs would be prospective
owing to their capability to enhance the working liquids’ performance, keeping the system at a particular
cooling temperature.
Methods: In order to simulatethe free convection along with entropy generation of NEPCMs inside a circular
cold cylinder entails a wavy hot baffle under CattaneoChristov heat flux model(Altered Fourier theory) and
magnetic field, the finite element method (FEM) could be utilized to solve the governing equations. In this
study, the amplitude of baffle could be changeable while its undulation number is fixed at 2.
Findings: Amplifying Raylegh number intensifies streamlines, isotherms, horizontal and vertical velocities,
total entropy generation whittles down local Bejan number. Higher magnetic field strength is responsible for
slow movement of NEPCMs and augments local Bejan number. Growth of baffle size yields squeezes the
streamlines, horizontal and vertical velocities and intensified tilted isotherms.

© 2021 Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nano-encapsulated phase change materials (NEPCMs) is a unique
type of nanofluid. The nanoparticle of NEPCM comprises of a core
and a shell. The core sector may be usually built of PCM that goes
through a solid-liquid phase mutation at a particular fusion tempera-
ture and during phase change it stores/releases ample energy with
aid of the latent heat of phase change (Su et al. [1]). NEPCMs are
potentially capable in maintaining the thermal devices at a suitable
cooling temperature so as to ameliorate the performance of working
fluids. In fact, PCMs and nano-enhanced PCMs find very important
usefulness in several engineering aspects include thermal energy
storage, thermal management in buildings, heat pump for domestic
requirement, air-conditioning, space instruments, cooling in elec-
tronic devices, and food processing [2,3]. In order to fulfill the above
usefulness, PCMs should have stronger and spawning heat transpor-
tation capability. However, PCMs could be intrinsically extremely fee-
ble with reference to heat transfer. In view of enhancing heat transfer
features of PCM, many researchers have endeavored to accomplish
this through their research by considering fins, porous media, nano-
particles as Nano-Enhanced Phase Change Materials (NEPCMs) and
Nano-Encapsulated Phase Change Materials (NEPCMs). In former the
solid nano-materials could be usually added to PCM to augment heat
transmission properties whereas in latter the PCMs could be basically
encapsulated inside a capsule shell of nanometer-size, and then these
developed materials could be diffused within a working liquid (Hos-
sain et al. [4], Ghalambaz et al. [5], Elbahjaoui and Qarnia [6]).

The mechanism of natural convection (NC) in a cavity finds enor-
mous applications in heat exchangers, solar collecting devices, ducts,
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cooling of electronic devices, and many. The investigations of NC in an
area among concentric circular and square cylinders (Moukalled and
Acharya [7]), space between heated cylindrical element and its rectan-
gular enclosure (Ghaddar [8]), space surrounding a square, heated cylin-
der placed inside an enclosure (Kumar and Dalal [9]), square enclosure
containing a circular cylinder at several vertical sites (Kim et al. [10]),
square enclosure (Yoon et al. [11]), and square enclosure possessing cir-
cular cylinder at various horizontal and diagonal positions (Lee et al.
[12]) were carried on effectively. Recently, Rehman et al. [13�15]
inspected NC of non-Newtonian stream within diverse cavities with T-
shaped fine inside. Entropy generation conveys the information regard-
ing the energy efficiencies of thermo fluidics systems for several nano-
fluids [16,17]. A review on entropy generation associated with natural
convection heat transfer for various energy systems was presented by
Oztop and Al-Salem [18]. Oztop et al. [19] carried out a three dimen-
sional approach on entropy generation by buoyancy driven flow and HT
in partially open cavity. Further, Selimefendigil et al. [20] explored
entropy generation effect of nanoliquid inside a lid-driven enclosure
under the influence of uniform inclined magnetic fields. It was observed
that the local and mean HT peters out due to the amplification of
Richardson number and Ha. Heat transfer mechanism contributes a sig-
nificant role in their extensive uses in diversified engineering/industrial
systems such as atomic controller refrigeration, biomedicine, heat
exchange, liquid distillation, solar system technology, space cooling,
energy production, heat conduction in tissues and many others. Starting
from Fourier [21] ending at Christov [22] via Cattaneo [23] developed
mechanism/modeling led to the description of better HT characteristics.
Later, flow and HT behavior through the investigations in the influence
of CattaneoChristov double diffusion on the flow of Williamson fluid
(Waqas et al. [24]), second grade liquid (Sohail et al. [25]), Carreau fluid
(Irfan et al. [26]), viscoelastic fluid (Sohail et al. [27]), Sisko fluid (Khan
et al. [28]), Oldroyd-B fluid (Khan et al. [29]), Carreau liquid with varying
thermal conductivity and heat source/sink (Irfan et al. [30]), and Burger’s
fluid (Khan et al. [31]) were presented.

MHD flows and HT analysis coupled with natural convection is very
demanding one because of its practical and inevitable applications/
occurrences in crystal growing, cooling of electronic/ microelectronic
devices, thermal insulation, solar collectors, manufacturing of semicon-
ductors etc.. In addition, effect of orientation of magnetic field would be
highly significant to administer HT, fluid flow, energy efficiency and
temperature distribution. Many researchers have implanted their mind
in investigating MHD natural convection impact on flow and HT in
enclosures of different shapes associated with different conditionalities
for example flow of electrically conducting liquid gallium inside a cavity
subject inclined magnetic field and with uniformly heated wall was
inspected by Sathiyamoorthy and Chamkha [32] and nanoliquid flow in
horizontal partitioned annulus subject to an inclined magnetic field was
perused by Selimefendigil and Oztop [33]. Recently, the impact of mag-
netic field employed from either the warmed wall's left bottommost
corner or the cool wall's right bottommost corner on NC inside a cavity
was explored by Geridonmez and Oztop [34]. In their study, the effect
of magnetic field’s angle on vorticity, isotherms, and streamlines con-
tours as well as mean Nu through the warmed wall was explored. Fur-
ther, NC and EG of a nf surrounding a circular baffle contained in an
inclined square cavity under the impact of magnetic field was analyzed
by Li et al. [35]. According to their results amplifying Ra augmented the
Nu by 4.5 times and grows EG, however, peters out Bejan number. The
HTR and EG get upsurged with amplification of aspect ratio.

Derived from authors' knowledge and above literature overview it is
visualized that due to difficult meshing there is no study on wavy baffle
inside a circular cylinder filled with NEPCMs in earlier works. This type
of work involving PCMs has immense potential due to its applications
in science, engineering and modern industries. Therefore, the present
study is very much important to understand the influence of free con-
vection of NEPCMs inside a circular cold cylinder entailing a wavy hot
baffle of varying amplitude subject to inclined magnetic field and
CCHFM. The problem is modeled in the form of dimensionless govern-
ing equations with aid of nondimensionalized variables. The numerical
simulations are accomplished by FEM. The influence of Hartmann and
Rayleigh numbers, direction of applied magnetic field, size of wavy baf-
fle, and fusion temperature on the isotherms, streamlines, heat capacity
ratio, dimensionless horizontal and vertical velocities, Nusselt and Bejan
numbers along the wavy hot baffle is examined numerically on HT and
flow of NEPCMs in circular cold cylinder. The results are depicted in the
form of apposite diagrams and tables.
2. Governing equations

This part represents the governing equations of free convection of
NEPCMs inside a circular cold cylinder entails a wavy hot baffle. The
amplitude of this baffle may be changeable while its undulation num-
ber is fixed at 2. The whole system is supposed to be affected by mag-
netic field and CattaneoChristov heat flux model and the fluid flow
inside is considered to be incompressible, laminar, steady, and two-
dimensional. Based on these facts as well as Boussinesq view point
we could express the governing equations as [36�38]:
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To solve these governing equations, one should convert them to
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therefore, dimensionless format of governing equations would be as:
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Fig. 1. The geometry of this work.
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where Ne and Nv indicate the numbers of electrical conductivity and
dynamic viscosity and the ratio of (rCp)b to (rCp)f may well be
defined as Cr which is the heat capacity ratio and could be demon-
strated as [36]:

Cr ¼ f
xSte

f þ 1� fð Þ þ fλ ð11Þ

in which Ste and f indicate the Stefan number and the dimensionless
fusion function, respectively and the f could be expressed as [36]:
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here u f is the dimensionless fusion temperature.
For the current work the boundary conditions could be expressed

as:

C ¼ 0onallwalls u ¼ 1on thebaffle
u ¼ 0on the cylinder

ð13Þ

and the local and mean Nusselt number on the cold cylinder may be
demonstrated as:
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In this paper we also analyze the entropy generation (En) which
may be expressed as [40]:
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Fig. 2. Experimental [41] and numerical results [42] versus the outcomes of this work.
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where the first, second and third terms demonstrate the local entropy
generation owing to magnetic field (Enlocal, MF), fluid friction (Enlocal, FF),
and heat transfer (Enlocal, HT), respectively and the local entropy genera-
tion (Enlocal) might well be the summation of these terms. The integra-
tion of Enlocal could result in the total entropy generation as:

Entotal ¼
Z
V
EnlocaldV: ð16Þ

And finally the local or mean Bejan number could be character-
ized as:

Belocal ¼
Enlocal;HT

Enlocal

Beave: ¼
R
ABelocaldAR

AdA

ð17Þ
3. Numerical method and validation

In this paper, we apply the FEM to obtain an accurate solution for
the current problem. Moreover, a comparison with other works
Fig. 3. u,C, and Cr for variant amounts of Ra and Ha when N
[41,42] in the instance of natural convection within an air-filled
square cavity has been done to ascertain the validity of this method.
This comparison which is portrayed in Fig. 2 displays a plausible
agreement with the outcomes of [41] and [42].
4. Results and discussion

This segment conveys the interpretation of CFD results of the
modeling enshrining the aspect of free convection and second law of
NEPCM suspension inside a circular cold cylinder involving a wavy
hot baffle. FEM is the instrumental of accomplishing the complete
numerical solution of the non-dimensional governing equations of
this problem. The influence of relevant embedded parameters such
as Hartmann number (Ha), the amplitude of wavy baffle (b), dimen-
sionless fusion temperature (uf), Rayleigh number (Ra), the volume
fraction of nanoliquid (f), angle of magnetic field (Y) and thermal
relaxation parameter (h) on stream functions, isotherms, heat capac-
ity ratio, horizontal and vertical velocities, local Bejan, local and
mean Nusselt, and total entropy generation in association with the
magnetic free convection of NEPCMs within a circular cold cylinder
embodies a wavy hot baffle is dissected. In this study, Pr has the
amount 6.2. In the beginning of the discussion, it starts with Fig. 3
that explains the behavior of u (left), C (middle), and Cr (right) con-
tours for varied estimations of Ha and Ra when N = 2and uf = 0.35. In
the scarcity of magnetic field (Ha = 0), streamlines get intensified due
to uplift in Rayleigh number (Ra). In fact, |C|max corresponding to
natural convection’s intensity depends on Ra. This implicates that
natural convection characteristics of NEPCMs follow a positive corre-
lation with Ra. Because of this fluid runs faster on both sides of hot
wavy baffle within the cylinder. As observed in Fig. 3, for Ha=0,
jCmaxjRa¼103 ¼ 0:158142< jCmaxjRa¼104 ¼ 1:58191< jCmaxjRa¼105 ¼ 7:50013.
This means that when Ra amplifies, the buoyancy force inside the
system upgrades which in turn intensifies the intensity of NC of
NEPCMs there by causes the fast movement of the fluid within the
cylinder. In order to administrate the NC, a magnetic field is imposed
to the system. Magnetic field possesses a direct correlation with the
power of NC of NEPCMs. Therefore, applied magnetic field (Ha 6¼ 0)
yields a sluggish movement of fluid within the cylinder keeping the
wavy baffle intact in its position. Referring to Fig. 3, its evidence is
obtained as |Cmax |Ha = 0 = 1.58191 > |Cmax |Ha = 10 = 1.16258 >

|Cmax |Ha = 20 = 0.657064 for Ra = 104. Similar correlation is seen for
Ra = 103 and Ra = 105. It conveys us that a magnetic field can be
served as a controlling element for the fluid flow process. In the scar-
city/presence of magnetic field, two vertices are produced in the
= 2, Ste=0.2, f=0.05, b = 0.1, uf=0.35, Pr=6.2, and Y=0°.



Fig. 4. U and V for variant amounts of Ra and Ha when N = 2, Ste=0.2, f=0.05, b = 0.1, uf=0.35, Pr=6.2, and Y=0�.
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cavity on both sides of the wavy hot baffle (WHB) at low and high
Raleigh numbers. The formation of vertices is due to the density dif-
ference inside the cylinder which is due to the difference in nanofluid
near constant temperature walls and baffle. As far as isotherm con-
tours are concerned, isotherms contiguous to wavy baffle exhibit
wavy shape isotherms irrespective of the value of Ra. This is due to
the heat conduction from the wavy shaped baffle. In addition, for low
Ra (for instance Ra = 103), symmetric ordered elliptical contours (iso-
therms) appear surrounding the WHB. This is because of weak buoy-
ancy force due to low value of Ra. When Ra amplifies, the buoyancy
force upgrades which in turn yields more symmetric isotherms of
disorderly shape around the centrally situated WHB of fixed ampli-
tude(b = 0.1). Cr in Fig. 3 portrays elliptical ring form around the
fusion region for low Rawhile it shows a disordered shape at high Ra.
The Cr outside the fusion region and wavy baffle attains a constant
value 0.97and varies inside the fusion temperature irrespective of the
values ofRa. The red part created in Crcontours of Fig. 3 represents
the phase change section. The ring shape of the phase mutation area
is very thin due to uniform and large temperature gradients. In Fig. 3,
at each value of Ra, fusion region surrounds the wavy baffle. The change
in fusion temperature affects the streamlines significantly. Fig. 4 demon-
strates the horizontal and vertical velocities respectively U and V for dif-
ferent values of Rawith or without magnetic field. Without influence of
magnetic field(Ha = 0), U and Vamplify with rise in Ra i.e.,
jUmaxjRa¼103 ¼ 0:58527< jUmaxjRa¼104 ¼ 6:23046< jUmaxjRa¼105 ¼ 34:4471
and jVmaxjRa¼103 ¼ 1:15298< jVmaxjRa¼104 ¼ 11:8068< jVmaxjRa¼105 ¼ 59:9716. More
elaborately it is observed that with Ha = 0 at Ra = 103,104,105 four verti-
ces are formed (two at upper part and two at lower part of the cavity).
In addition, some less intensified vertices (due to less buoyancy as a
result of low Ra) are appeared at the top and bottom of the cylinder. At
two diagonally opposite vertices U contours decline for each chosen
value of Ra. Further, Vcontours appear in the form of irregular shapes
with vertices on opposite sides of HWB and also at upper and lower por-
tions of the cavity for Ra = 103,104,105. However, with themagnetic field
(Ha 6¼ 0), the vertices whittle down with irrespective values of Ra. For
example, at fixed Ra (Ra=104) rise in Ha peters out U and V. More
evidently, |Umax |Ha = 0 = 6.23046 > |Umax |Ha = 10 = 4.57964 > |Umax |
Ha = 20 = 2.69129 and |Vmax |Ha = 0 = 11.8068 > |Vmax |Ha = 10 = 8.76297 >

|Vmax |Ha = 20 = 5.1805 for Ra = 104. In this case as the value of Ra goes on
increasing, U and V upsurge due to increase in natural convective forces
gained by NEPCMs at fixed value of other parameters. In other words,
an uplift in Ra from 103 to 104 or 104 to 105, the thermal gradient
enhances and this enhancement in thermal gradient causes an augmen-
tation in the value of velocity gradient. Consequently U and V get
upsurged. At extreme Ra, fluid takes away more heat from the WHB
and it transports to the cold walls of the cylinder and therefore more
noteworthy heat exchange among HWB, NEPCM (fluid) and cold side
walls of the cylinder. As a result, this greater temperature difference
leads to more buoyancy causing a notable improvement in U and V. Fur-
ther, in Fig. 4 it is ensured that raise inmagnetic field weakens the buoy-
ancy force thereby diminishing U and V. Fig. 5 narrates the u, C and Cr
for different angle of inclination Y at diverse Ra (Ra = 103,104,105) with
fixed N = 2 and uf=0.35. For Y = 0(with no inclination of magnetic field),
rise in Ra ensures the augmentation of streamline contours (due to the
enhancement of buoyancy force). At fixed Ra (for instance Ra = 104),
increase in Y(Y = 00,300,600,900) upgrades the stream functions margin-
ally. Evidently, jCmaxjY¼00 ¼ 0:0663896< jCmaxjY¼300 ¼ 0:0754844< j
CmaxjY¼600 ¼ 0:0968891< jCmaxjY¼900 ¼ 0:112303. However, this
upgradation is prominent at higher value of Ra (for instance Ra = 105).
Evidently, jCmaxjY¼00 ¼ 4:58131< jCmaxjY¼300 ¼ 4:781< jCmaxjY¼600

¼ 6:10325< jCmaxjY ¼ 900 ¼ 6:57722. At each value of Ra with Y = 00

or Y 6¼ 00, two vertices (one at the front side and the other at the back
side of theWHB) are formed. At fixedY, streamlined contours get inten-
sified due to amplifying Ra. In fact, rise in Ra causes more circulation of
NEPCM particles under natural convection within the cylinder. Further,
increment in Y yields amplification of isotherms at each fixed Ra. How-
ever, at fixedY(for instanceY = 300), rise in Ra contributes to the greater
intensification of isotherms. In fact, PCM cores go through phase muta-
tion from solid to liquid and receive part of surrounding’s heat (due to
conduction from WHB) in form of latent heat inside the hot area and
then released the received heat inside the cold area contiguous to cylin-
der wall by solidification. In Fig. 5 it is visualized that amplified Y does



Fig. 5. u,C, and Cr for variant amounts of Y at diverse Rawhen N = 2, Ste=0.2, f=0.05, b = 0.1, Ha=20, uf=0.35, and Pr=6.2.

Fig. 6. U and V for variant amounts of Y at diverse Rawhen N = 2, Ste=0.2, f=0.05, b = 0.1, Ha=20, uf=0.35, and Pr=6.2.
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Fig. 7. u,C, and Cr for variant amounts of b at diverse Ra when N = 2, Ste=0.2, f=0.05, Ha=0, uf=0.35, and Pr=6.2.

Fig. 8. U and V for variant amounts of b at diverse Rawhen N = 2, Ste=0.2, f=0.05, Ha=0, uf=0.35, and Pr=6.2.
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not contribute any significant variations in Cr at fixed Ra. However, at
fixed Y, rise in Ra augments the phase change region in the Cr contours.
Meanwhile, the shape of Cr contours changes from Ra = 103 to Ra = 104

and from Ra = 104 to Ra = 105(contours of regular and irregular shapes
symmetric with respect to WHB). It is interesting to mention here that
Fig. 9. Cr for variant amounts of uf at disparate Rawhen N
Cr value attains a constant value(0.97)outside the fusion region with
irrespective values of Y and Ra. Fig. 6 delineates the variations of hori-
zontal and vertical velocities U and V respectively for varied Yat N = 2
and uf=0.35. From this figure it is visualized that at fixed Y(for example
at Y = 300), increase in Ra contributes to escalation of U and V. When
= 2, Ste=0.2, f=0.05, b = 0.1, Ha=20, Pr=6.2, and Y=0�.
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Rarises from Ra = 103 to Ra = 104, U and Vget moderate upgradation due
to moderate buoyancy force. Evidently, for Y = 300, |Umax | rises from
0.257679 to 2.69129 and |Vmax | rises from 0.520239 to 5.1805. Further,
Fig. 10. Beloc for variant amounts of b, Ha, and Ra when Pr=6.2 and Y=0�.
when Ra rises from Ra = 104 to Ra = 105, U and V exhibit tremendous
upgradation due to large buoyancy force. Evidently, for Y = 300, |Umax |
rises from 2.69129 to 21.7731 and |Vmax | rises from 5.1805 to 37.966. It



Fig. 10. Continued.
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is interesting to explore that the pattern of U field lines is totally differ-
ent from that of V field lines at each value of Ra. Specifically, U velocity
pattern comprises of four vortices at four diagonally opposite corners
within the cavity along with six small vertices on both sides of WHB.
Further, Vvelocity pattern comprises of two vortices on diametrically
opposite sides within the cavity along with symmetric Vcontours with
four vortices on opposite sides of WHB. At fixed Ra (for instance
Ra = 103), when Y takes higher values, Uand Vget intensified, but mar-
ginally at low Ra and significantly at high Ra. Fig. 7 conveys the varia-
tions of the u, C and Cr for different b(size of the baffle) and Raat fixed
N = 2 and uf=0.35. The first row of Fig. 7 indicates u,C, and Cr variations
for straight baffle (b = 0) for different Ra. For straight baffle case, increase
in Ra intensifies streamline contours (streamlines become more dense).
Evidently, jCmaxjRa¼103 ¼ 0:202983< jCmaxjRa¼104 ¼ 1:86052< jCmax

jRa¼105 ¼ 8:34528 for b = 0. For each value of Ra, symmetric streamline
contours comprising two vortices on either side of straight baffle are
accomplished. As far as isotherm variations are concerned, symmetric
vertically elliptical contours surrounding the straight baffle for Ra = 103

either side are obtained. As Ra amplifies more intensified symmetric
contours get created. In addition, amplifying Ramakes Cr intensification
for the baffle with b = 0. When baffle size amplifies (corresponding to
second, third and fourth row) streamline contour diminishes. Evidently,
|Cmax |b = 0 = 0.202983 > |Cmax |b = 0.1 = 0.158142 > |Cmax |
b = 0.2 = 0.124947 for Ra = 103. Due to increase in size of wavy baffle,
space between WHB and cold wall reduces thereby decreasing the
buoyancy leading to diminishing streamline contours. As baffle size
grows, conductive HTR augments due to the diminution of the distance
between the hot baffle and the cold wall of the cylinder (here conduc-
tive HT mechanism is the dominating process). However, at high Ray-
leigh number, amplification of baffle size augments the HTR due to the
dominance of convective HT mechanism via NEPCM. In this case, the
change of Ra changes the patterns of isotherms significantly. Further,
the change of baffle size yields inclined patterns of isotherms. Fig. 8
reveals the fact of U and V variations for both straight baffle (b = 0) and
wavy baffle (b 6¼ 0) for varied Ra (Ra = 103,104,105) at fixed N = 2 and
uf=0.35. Irrespective of baffle size (straight or wavy), amplification of Ra
intensifies U and V significantly. In case of straight baffle, Ucontours
comprise of four vortices. More elaborately, two vortices are created at
diametrically opposite sides and contiguous to the cold wall of the cylin-
der due to convection dominance between NEPCM and cold wall. Fur-
ther, two vortices are created on both sides of baffle due to conduction
dominance between hot baffle and NEPCM. Further, as baffle size grows,
the shape for vortex formation reduces which in turn whittles down
Uand Vinside the cylinder. Evidently, |Umax |b = 0 = 0.732338 > |Umax |
b = 0.1 = 0.58527 > |Umax |b = 0.2 = 0.491768 > |Umax |b = 0.3 = 0.431582
and |Vmax |b = 0 = 1.34849 > |Vmax |b = 0.1 = 1.15298 > |Vmax |
b = 0.2 = 1.03337 > |Vmax |b = 0.3 = 0.847537 for Ra = 103. Fig. 9 indicates
the variation of Cr for diverse uf and Ra at fixed N = 2 and uf=0.35. At
Ra = 103and uf=0.05, the Cr inside the fusion region (circular red ring) is
constant as 0.97. Further, Cr attains the same value but with slightly rise
in fusion region when Ra amplifies from Ra = 103 to Ra = 104. At uf=0.05,
when Ra amplifies from Ra = 104 to Ra = 105, Cr value remains the same
inside the fusion region. However, a wider fusion region of different
shape is appeared. When uf changes from uf=0.05 to uf=0.35, Cr attains
the constant value as 0.97 outside the thin fusion region of diminishing
shape sorrounding the WHB at each chosen value of Ra. With further
increase of uf (uf=0.35 to uf=0.65), Cr attains the same constant value
outside the further squeezed fusion region sorrounding the WHB with
irrespective the value of Ra.At large uf (uf=0.95), Cr attains constant value
as 0.97 outside the thicker fusion region (phase change area) of wavy
shape similar to the shape of wavy baffle. Fig. 10 delineates the behavior
of local Bejan (Belocal)for different Ra (Ra = 103,104) for both straight and
wavy baffles with or without magnetic field. The Bejan number meas-
ures the contribution of thermal entropy to the total EG. At fixed Ra (for
instance Ra = 103), Belocal gradually diminishes as we approach we
approach towards cold wall of the cylinder fromWHB. When Ra ampli-
fies Belocal peters out without magnetic field (Ha = 0) or with magnetic
field (Ha 6¼ 0) for straight baffle (b = 0) as well as wavy baffle (b 6¼ 0).
This is due to the fact that the velocity gradient significantly augments
due to growth of Ra. Temperature gradient also gets amplified. Further,
at fixed Ra (for instance at Ra = 103), Belocal intensifies due to amplifying
Ha for both straight baffle (b = 0) and wavy baffle (b 6¼ 0). Further, at
fixed Ra (for instance at Ra = 103), Belocal upsurges for wavy baffle
(b = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) compared to straight baffle (b = 0) with or without
magnetic field. Specifically, intensified Belocal is attained inside the
domain of WHB under the influence of magnetic field and also at higher
Ra even in the scarcity of magnetic field. Fig. 11 demonstrates Nulocal
variation for different Ra (Ra = 103,104) for straight and wavy baffles
with or without magnetic field. Fig. 11(a) illustrates Nulocal variation for
different b (b = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) for Ra = 103 in the scarcity of magnetic
field (Ha=0). It is found that at lower and higher z, Nulocal variation is
marginal indicating the dominance of convective HTR over conductive
HTR. Same marginal variations are the results for z = 192°. At other val-
ues of z, Nulocal amplifies due to rise in b. In fact, amplifying b yields a
diminution of temperature gradient. The wave nature of Nulocal is due to
the wave shape of the baffle. Fig. 11(b) represents Nulocal for Ra = 104

with Ha=0 for both straight and wavy baffles. For z (90° � z � 270°),
Nulocal variation is prominent indicating the dominance of
conductive HTR. On the comparison of Fig. 11(a) and (b) it is clear that
Nulocal has greater magnitude for each b value. Fig. 11(c) and (d) reveal



Fig. 11. Nuloc for variant amounts of Ra, b, and Ha.
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the variation of different b in the presence of magnetic field (Ha=20) for
Ra = 103 and Ra = 104 respectively. It is understood that Nulocal variation
is prominent under the influence of Lorentz force due to the applied
magnetic field. The generated Lorentz force peters out the temperature
gradient and therefore whittles down the HTR (preferably at higher Ra).
Fig. 12 illustrates Nuave and Entotal for varied Ha and Ra against the size
of the wavy baffle. As the baffle size amplifies, Nuave upsurges with or
without magnetic field. When baffle size increases, the NEPCM would
receive more heat and hence release more heat to the space between
solified NEPCM and cold wall of the cylinder. This leads to the augmen-
tation of temperature gradient and therefore amplification of the HTR.
Further, HTR amplifies significantly due to augmentation of Ra at lower
size of baffle (conductive HTR amplifies) without magnetic field (Ha=0).
However, HTR amplification is marginal at higher Ra at higher baffle
size (convective HTR amplifis) under the influence of magnetic field
(Ha=20). Total EG amplifies with amplifying baffle size. This is because
of large velocity of vortices with larger wavy baffles. Further, amplify-
ing Ra causes an augmentation in both temperature and velocity gra-
dients leading to intensification of Entotal. Entotal variation due to Ra
change is prominent at low baffle size and is marginal at higher baffle
size. However, the overall Entotal attains slight increase with Ra amplifi-
cation against b in the existence of magnetic field (Ha=20). Table 1
enlists the Nuave for different Ra, Ha, and ’. It is clear that
Nuave intensifies due to amplification of Ra with Ha=0 or Ha=20. Inten-
sifying Ha causes diminution of Nuave at Ra = 104 and Ra = 105. Further,
Nuave grows due to rise in ’ in the scarcity or presence of magnetic
field. Table 2 incorporates the numerical alue of Nuave for differenth
and Ra. It is obvious that Nuave belittles due to growth in h for Ra = 103

and Ra = 104. Further, amplification in Ra leads to reduction in Nuave
for positive h.



Fig. 12. Nuave. and Entotal for variant amounts of Ha, b and Ra.

Table 1
f’s impact on Nuave.

Ra Ha f(%) Nuave.

104 0 1 1.7437
3 1.8711
5 1.9928

20 1 1.6386
3 1.7378
5 1.8374

105 0 1 3.1328
3 3.5849
5 3.8681

20 1 2.5778
3 2.8641
5 2.9992

Table 2
h’s impact on Nuave.

Ra h Nuave.

103 0 1.7996
0.01 1.7991
0.02 1.7987

104 0 1.8374
0.01 1.7937
0.02 1.7364
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5. Conclusions

Free convection HT in NEPCMs inside a circular cold cylinder
entailing a wavy hot baffle of varying amplitude subject to magnetic
field and CCHF is analyzed. The results from investigating the effects
of several parameters are briefed as:

� Amplifying Ra accounts for fast movement of fluid while that of
Ha causes slow movement of fluid depending upon the inten-
sity of natural convection of NEPCMs.

� Isotherms get intensified due to rise in Ra.
� U and V amplify with hike in Ra and z. The structure of U and V
contours are entirely different from each other.
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� Augmented Yensures enhancement of stream functions as well
as isotherms.

� Shape of Cr contours change with change of Ra. At low Ra and
uf, Cr attains a constant value as 0.97 inside the fusion region
while at higher Ra and uf, Cr attains that constant value along
with the change of shape of the fusion region.

� Growing baffle size leads to diminution of streamlines, U and V
while that of baffle size yields tilted and intensified isotherms
depending on the value of Ra.

� Belocal whittles down with amplifying Ra while that intensifies
due to rise in Ha irrespective the nature of the baffle (straight
or wavy).

� Nulocal escalates due to rise in baffle size while it reduces with
rise in Ha against z.

� HTR intensifies significantly due to rise in Ra at low b while that
is marginal at high Ra and b.

� Total EG upsurges with amplifying Ra leading to prominent
augmentation at low b and marginal enhancement at high b
(with or without Ha).

� HTR grows with rise in ’while that declines due to rise in h.
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